
INCIDENCE RELATIONS IN MULTICOHERENT SPACES. I

BY

A. H. STONE

1. Introduction. In a previous paper (*) a study was made of the rela-

tions between the numbers of components of unions and intersections of

sets and their frontiers, in a space S which was assumed to be connected,

locally connected, and unicoherent. Here we shall investigate what happens

when this last assumption is dropped. The results are naturally expressed in

terms of r(S), the "degree of multicoherence" of S(2). Roughly speaking, we

shall find that most of the properties in [U] can indeed be carried over,

except those on which the previous methods were based. Thus we shall re-

quire new methods, depending on devices of "decomposition" and "ap-

proximation" (cf. §§3, 6). A consequence of this is that, whereas no separa-

tion axioms were needed in the unicoherent case treated in [U], we shall now

have to assume that S is completely normal(3). On the other hand, this

extra assumption will permit some relaxing of hypotheses elsewhere (for

example, slightly weaker hypotheses on frontiers of sets). As in [U], we shall

be able to consider subsets of S which need not be open or closed, but are

quite general.

In the first sections which follow (§§2-5) we consider the "natural" gen-

eralisations of several simple and useful point-set properties characteristic of

unicoherence, notably the "Phragmén-Brouwer theorem" (cf. Kuratowski

[2 ]). It is first shown that the expected equivalences break down in the multi-

coherent case, in general (§2), though some implications survive. After de-

veloping the "decomposition" technique (§3), we obtain a more complicated

but valid generalisation of the Phragmén-Brouwer theorem (§4), and deduce

(§5) that the "natural" generalisations, considered in §2, are after all valid if

S has no local cut points.

In the later sections, after developing the method of "approximation" (§6),

we investigate the properties of connected sets with disjoint frontiers, and

related problems (§§7, 8). The contents of roughly the first half of [U] will

Presented to the Society, April 23, 1943, under the title Connectedness and coherence; re-

ceived by the editors May 1, 1948.

(') Stone [l ]; this paper will be referred to as [U]. Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliog-

raphy at the end of the paper.

(2) For the fundamental properties of r(S), see Eilenberg [l], [2], [3] and Whyburn [l].

The definition of r(S) is repeated below.

(3) That is, (i) 5 is a T¡ space, (ii) every subspace of 5 is normal. This could be weakened

to assuming only that 5 is normal (and T¡), without making any essential change, but at the

cost of some slight complications; cf. 6.6(3) below.
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then have been generalised, and we shall leave the rest (which involves

further complications) for a later paper.

Notations. Throughout, S will denote a non-empty, connected, locally con-

nected, completely normal(3) space, and capital letters will usually denote sub-

sets of S. The "degree of multicoherence" of S is defined by(4)

(1) r(S)=sup {ba(Ar\B)\A, B are closed, connected, and A^JB = S}

where

(2) bo(X) = (number of components of X)—1 if this number is finite, and

bo(X) = co otherwise.

(Thus r(S) =0 if and only if S is unicoherent.) It is not necessary to assume

that r(S) < co, though little would be lost by doing so. It is known (Eilen-

berg [l ]) that r (S) is finite whenever S is, for example, a polytope.

For other notations, see [U].

2. Some fundamental implications.

2.1. In [U, Theorem 1, 3.2], a number of properties of S were listed,

each of which was equivalent to the unicoherence of S. We begin by de-

termining the implications between the "obvious" generalisations of them

(corresponding properties being numbered in the same way as in [U]); as

was remarked above, the generalised properties are by no means equivalent

in general, though they will be so in an important special case (Theorem 6,

5.1). As in the unicoherent case, several of the implications could be greatly

generalised (cf. Hall-Wallace [l, Theorem l]).

2.2. Theorem 1. Each of the following propositions implies the next, and

(iii) and (ii) are equivalent, and (ii)', (iii)', (iv), (v) and (vi) are mutually equiva-

lent; but there are no other implications between them, in general.

(i) r(S) £»(•).

(iii) If C and D are disjoint connected sets such that Fr(C)CFr(T>), then

&o{Fr(C)}=».

(ii) If E is simple?), b0 {Fr(E)} = ».
(ii)' If E is open (or, equivalently, closed) and simple, ¿>0{Fr(£)} _:».

(iii)' If C and D are disjoint open connected sets such that Fr(C) = Fr(7?),

then ¿>o{Fr(C)} ^w.

(iv) If Gx, G2, • • • , Gn+2 are n+2 open connected sets such that Fr(G,)

C\Fr(Gj)=0 whenever i^j, and if p, q belong to the same component of

C\{Gj\j?*i} for each i, then p and q belong to the same component of FIG,-

(¿,7 = 1,2, • • • ,«+2).
(v) If Fx, F2, • • • , F„+2 are n+2 closed pairwise disjoint sets, the union of

no n + 1 of which separates two points p, q, then \)F, does not separate p and q

(ljgtás+2).

(*) Following Eilenberg [l]. It will be shown later (Theorem 10, 7.7) that the sets A, B

in the definition of r{S) could be taken to be open instead of closed.

(5) n always denotes a non-negative (finite) integer.

(•) That is, both E and Co(£) are connected ([U, 3.1 ]).
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(vi) If a (closed) set A separates two points p, q, then so does the union of

some w +1 (or fewer) components of A.

The proof that each proposition implies the next is a straightforward

generalisation of the argument in [U, 3.2].

To prove that (ii)->-(iii), let C and D be as in (iii), and let E be the com-

ponent of Co(C) which contains D; E is simple (cf. [U, 3.1(1)]), and it is

easy to see that Fr(£)=Fr(C), so that b0(Fr(C))^n from (ii).

Incidentally, a similar argument shows that (iii) ' is not affected if, instead

of requiring Fr(C) = Fr(7>) in it, we require only Fr(C)CFr(7>).

To prove that (vi)->-(ii)', let E be an open simple set, and suppose

ba(Fr(E)) >»; thus we can write Fr(7£) =F¿JF2VJ ■ ■ ■ VJFn+2, where the

sets Fi are closed, pairwise disjoint, and non-empty. Choose points XiGRi,

open sets UiZ)Fi such that Uií\U¡ = 0 whenever *j*/, and connected neigh-

bourhoods Vi of the respective points x,- such that F,Cc7,- There will now

exist points pGE—\JUi, qGCo(E) — ÖUi, yiGVj(~\E; and, since E is open

and connected, there will exist closed connected sets K,GE containing both

p and y,(7). Let Wi (l^i^n + 2) be an open set containing Fi such that

WiGUi—UKj. Then Fr{Co(£)WUPF,} separates p and q, and can be

written as U {Ei^Fr(Wi)}, a union of » + 2 pairwise disjoint closed sets.

By (vi), the union of some w-f-1 of them, say \J{EÍ~\Fr(Wi)\2¿i^n + 2\,

must also separate p and q. But it is disjoint from the connected set Kx^JVx

UCo(£), which contains both p and q, giving a contradiction.

2.3. To see that (ii) does not imply (i), take S to be a linear graph homeo-

morphic to a figure 8; it is easy to see that r(S) =2, while for every simple

subset £ of S we have ¿>0(Fr(7i)) á 1.

Finally, to see that (ii)' does not imply (ii), we define S as follows. Let A

be a 2-cell (a circle plus its interior), and take six points px, qx, pi, q2, pi, q3

in cyclic order on the boundary of A. Join pi to g¿ (i = l, 2, 3) by two simple

arcs Li, Mi, in such a way that all six arcs are disjoint from each other and

from A except for their end points. Write S = A\JD(LiUMi). It is not hard

to see that, if E is an open simple subset of S, Fr(E) has at most 6 com-

ponents. On the other hand, A can be expressed as the union of two disjoint

connected sets X, Y, in such a way that piGX and qiG Y (i= 1, 2, 3)(8). Let

77,-, Ki be proper sub-arcs of 7,-, il7¿ respectively, containing p{. Then, defining

E0 = X}<J\J(Hí'<JKí), we have that EQ is simple; and Fr(7i0), consisting of A

plus a point on each arc, has 7 components. The proof of Theorem 1 is thus

complete.

3. Decompositions of sets and their frontiers.

3.1. Before continuing with the study of the properties just considered, it

is convenient to derive some theorems dealing (roughly speaking) with the

C) This follows easily from, for example, Whyburn [l, p. 30].

(8) For example, by taking X and Y to be complementary totally imperfect subsets of E;

cf. Kuratowski [l, p. 267].
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problem of extending a given decomposition of the frontier of a set, to one of

the whole set. As these are of some independent interest, we shall derive

them in rather stronger a form than will actually be needed below.

3.2. Lemma. Let C be any subset of S; let \Fx, F2, ■ ■ • , Fn} be any finite

closed covering of Fr(C)(9), and let V¡ be an open set containing F¡ (1 ^j <»).

Then, if N, is the union of those components of FyP\(C^7UF¿) which meet F¡,

the setU{Nj\j <«} — Fn is open relative to C.

Let xGUNj— Fn (where j <n) be given; we must construct a neighbour-

hood U of x such that t/nCCUA^-Tv If xGInt(C), let x£JVy say, and

take U to be a connected neighbourhood of x contained in (VjC\C) — Fn;

clearly UGN¡—Fn. Thus we may assume x£Fr(C). Let x belong to exactly

k of the sets Ft; thus we may suppose xGFx(~^F2r\ ■ • • r\Fk — (Fk+i\J • ■ •

W7„). Let U be a connected neighbourhood of x contained in Vxf^Vi

H • • • r\Vk and disjoint from Ft+iU - - ■ UFn. Then UC\C= { UnFr(C)}
VJ{ur\lnt(C)},andso

Ur\C CFiU • • • WFtUU {Px I Px is a component of

Int (C) r\ Vx n ■ ■ ■ n Vk which meets U).

Since U also meets Co(7-\) (in x), there exists for each X a point

y\GUr\Fr(Px)GUr\Fr(C), since U does notjneet Fr(F.) if i¿k. Thus

yxGFj for somej^k. If Q\ is the component of (CUUF^T^Fj which contains

yx, clearly PxGQxGNj. Since also FjGNs, (1) shows that UíSÜCUNj (j<n) ;
and since also UGCo(Fn), the result follows.

Corollary. If V is open and Vf~\Fr(C) is closed, the union N of those com-

ponents of V(~\C which meet Fr(C) is open relative to C.

3.3. Relative connectedness. For the convenience of the reader, we repeat

the definition ([U, 2.2]): A set A is connected relative to B if, whenever X is

a non-empty subset of A which is both open and closed relative to A, X and

B are not (mutually) separated. We shall make frequent use of the following

obvious properties:

(1) \{A is connected relative to B, and A Z)B, and if B is connected, then

so is A.

(2) If A Z)BZ)C, and if A is connected relative to B, and B is connected

relative to C, then A is connected relative to C.

3.4. Theorem 2(10). Let C be any subset of S, and let {7\, F2, • ■ ■ , Fn)

be a finite closed covering of Fr(C) of order at most m(n), such that UT^O.

(») That is, each F{ is closed and UFOFr(C).

(10) In the case C=S, m = l, n = 2, F¡ connected, this theorem reduces to the characterisa-

tion of local connectedness given in Wilson [l ].

(u) That is, no m + 1 of the sets Fi have a common point.
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Let open sets t/OT",- be given. Then there exist closed sets H, (1 ^i^n) forming

a covering of C of order at most m + 1, such that

(a) 77,07",-, and Hi is connected relative to 7",-,

(b) U77,- = CUU7„
(c) HiCWlFkGUi,
(d) 77¿Irw,-2n ■ • • r\ff,„+1cint(0-UF»,
(e)   Fr(77,1)nFr(771-2)n • • • nFr(77<m+1) =0.

(lá*i<**< • • ■<>«+ií»i;lít1í|»i.)

The proof goes by induction over », m remaining fixed throughout. When

» = l, the assertion is trivial (take 77i = CW7i; note that in any case m^l).

Now assume the theorem true for n — 1, where wj=2.

There is evidently no loss in assuming that Fxt^O and that

(l)   77fl r\ Vi, r\ ■ ■ ■ C\ Vim+¡ = O  whenever 1 g h < i2 < ■ ■ ■ < *„+J g ».

Choose open sets F,- such that 7",C ViGV,GUi, and let Ni be the union

of those components of F,-f^(CWU7¡fc) (lí£&:£») which meet Ft', thus

UiZ^Ni^NiZ^Fi, and N{ is connected relative to 7",-.

Consider the components Yx (say) of C— {UNj{JF„}. (We shall reserve

the symbol j for a suffix running from 1 to » — 1.) Let L be the union of those

sets Yx for which Fr(F\) meets Fn, and let M be the union of the others;

thus L\JM=C— {(JNjUFn} and Li~\M = 0. Further, since in any case

Fr(Fx)CFr(C)UU Fr(Nj)KJFn, we have Fr(M)GÜÑj. The sets Nj form a

covering of Fr(M) of order at most m (from (1)); hence we can apply the

induction hypothesis to obtain closed sets 77,- (1 gj<»), no m + 2 of which

have a common point, such that

(2) HjDNj-, Hj is connected relative to Ñ); OHj = M\J\}Ñ¡; II¡

r\(ÑxV ■ ■ ■ \JÑn-x)GUj; and Hhr\Hhr\ ■ ■ ■Í^Him+lGlnt(M) when-

ever ji, ■ • ■ ,jm+x are all distinct (and less than «).

Define Hn = L\JFn. We shall first show that 77i, 772, • • • , 77n have the

desired properties except for (e), and shall then show that property (e) can

also be obtained by modifying the sets 77<.

To show that no m + 2 of the sets 77,- can have a common point, it will

suffice to verify that Hnr\HxC\H2r\ ■ ■ • Pi77ro+j_=0. But 77iP\772n • • •

n77m+1CInt(M), from (2); and 77„HInt(A0 = (7U7n)nint(M) =0 since

LC\M = 0 = Fnr\M.

Properties (a) and (b) are immediate, in view of 3.3(2). Thus, since (d) is

an immediate consequence of (c) and (1), we have only to verify (c). Suppose

first that i<n. Then Hir\FnG(Mr\Fn)yJi)ÑjGFr(M)KJ\JÑj=UÑj; thus,
frorn (2), T^nU^CT^nUFyCc/,-. And, if i = n, we have HnrM¡FkGFn

\J {LÍ~}({JNj — Fn) } ; but since UNj— Fn is open relative toC, from the Lemma

(3.2), and is disjoint from L, it is also disjoint from L, giving H„r\ÖFk

GFnGUn.

Finally, we must modify the sets 77,- so that they satisfy (e). There exist
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open sets XOT7,- such that (i) no m + 2 of the sets Xi have a common point,

(ii) XiGUi{JCo(\JFk). Let 7Í,- be the union of those components of X{

n(CWUT"*) which meet 77,-, and write Ht = Kt. The sets 774* have all the

properties of the sets 77¿ (that is, no m+2 of them have a common point, and

(a)-(d) hold for them). Further, they satisfy (e). For suppose there exists a

point xGFr(77*)nFr(77*)n • • • HFr(77*+1) (say); then xGIiH • • •

i^Xn+i, so from (i) xfJ77m+2W • • • W77„, and from (ii) x£Int(C). Thus x

belongs to some 77j for i¿m + í, say to 77i, and consequently belongs to

some component P of -X"iP\Int (C). Clearly P is open and is contained in Kx;

hence xGlnt(771t)—a contradiction.

3.5. Theorem 3. Let C be any proper non-empty subset of S, and let X be

any closed set containing Fr(C) and connected relative to Fr(C) (for example,

X = Fr(C)). Suppose ô0(^)=« = 0. Then there exist two closed sets 77, K,

each connected relative to Fr(C), such thai H\JK = C\JX, Fr(H)i\Fr(K) =0,

Hr\KGlnt(C)-X, and b0(HnK)+b0(CKJX)^n-l.

Proof. We may write X = F1{UF2[U • • • KJFn+x, where the sets 7"< are

closed, non-empty, and pairwise disjoint. By Theorem 2, there exist closed

sets 77¿ (1 gigw + 1) such that

(1) HiDFi-.Hiis connected relative to Ft; U77,- = CWAT; Fr(77,)PiFr(77,)
= 0 and 77¿r\77yCInt (C)-X if *Vj; and Hir\Hjr\Hk = 0 if i, j, k are all
distinct.

Form a linear graph G having « + 1 vertices ht (l^i^n + 1), h{ and h¡

being joined (by a 1-cell of G) if and only if Hii^Hj^O. (That is, G is

the nerve of the system {77,}.) Let G have v components Gx (1 ^X^v); we

may suppose that Gx has vertices A,x_1+i, A,x_1+2, ■ • • , A,x (where 0=ia

<ix< ■ • -<i, = n + l). Let£x = U{77,-|îx-i<îgî'x} ; thus the sets Ex, • ■ ■, E,

are closed, non-empty, and pairwise disjoint, and their union is C\JX, so

that

(2) b0(VyJX)^v-l.
Now let 7\ be a connected subgraph of Gx having the same vertices as C7x

and as few 1-cells as possible; thus 7\ is a tree having i\ — ix-x vertices, and

consequently having (ix — ix-x — 1) 1-cells. There is a unique path joining

each vertex A,- of Gx (other than A,x_1+i) to A,x_1+i in 7\; let A^xbe the set of

all vertices of Gx for which this path has an odd number of 1-cells, and let 3Cx

consist of the remainder. We may suppose the notation so chosen that

hiGSCx for ix-x<i^jx, and hiGKj. iorj\<igi\ (where ix-x<jx^ix; naturally

A^x may be empty). Define H=l){Hp\ix-x<p^jx, láXá?}, K=U{H9\j\
<q¿ix, 1 aA^p}. From (1), 77 and K are closed sets, connected relative to

Fr(0, and Fr(H)C\Fr(K) =0, HVJK = C\JX, HC\KGlnt(C) -X. Further,
777^i£ = U {77^077,}, a union of closed sets which are pairwise disjoint (for

different pairs (p, q)), from (1). And the number of these sets HpP\Hq which

are non-empty is the total number of 1-cells of all the Gx's which have one
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end point in 3Cx and the other in Â^x Since every 1-cell in 7\ is included here,

by construction, we obtain

bo(imK) + l££(*x - ix-i-l)  = » + 1 - v;

and the result now follows from (2).

3.6. Theorem 4. Let C be any subset of S, having components {Du}, and X

be any closed set containing Fr(C) and'connected relative to Cl(Co(C))(12). Then

bo(X) = £ &„{Fr(7A)} + i,(CWI)(").

Let X= Yx^JY2\J • • • KJYk+x, where the sets F¿ are closed, non-empty,

and pairwise disjoint; it will evidently suffice to prove that

(1) k^J^bo{Yr(Dx)}+b0(CKJX),

and in doing this we can certainly assume the right-hand side to be finite, so

that C can have only a finite number of components, say 7>i, 7?2, • • • , Dn

whose frontiers are not connected. Let {Eß} be the remaining components of

C (with connected frontiers). The proof will go by induction over ».

Suppose first » = 0. Write 77¿ = FAJU {E,\ Fr(Eu)G F,-} (l=iSk + l).
Clearly U77,- = XV)C = XVJC, and each 77,- is closed and non-empty. Further,

the sets 77¿ are pairwise disjoint, since if (say) Hxi^H2^0, there is no loss of

generality in assuming that F2 meets some Eu with Fr(El/)GY1, and then

Y2r\lnt(Ep) is a non-empty and relatively open-closed subset of X which

is separated from Cl(Co(C)), contrary to hypothesis. Hence ba(CV)X)—k,

establishing (1) in this case.

Now suppose that (1) holds for w — 1 (for all sets C and X satisfying the

conditions), and write C = C — Dn. Then X is a fortiori connected relative to

Cl(Co(C')), and contains Fr(C'), so that the hypothesis of induction gives

the existence of a (finite) non-negative integer r^bo(C'\JX) such that

(2) k = r + £ b0{Yi(Di)} (1 = i á n - 1).

We can write C'VX = CJVJX = K¿JK2\J ■ ■ ■ \JKr+1, a union of r + 1

closed, non-empty, pairwise disjoint sets. Let Fr(7>„) meet exactly í of the

sets Kj, say Kx, • • • , K. (where 0^sS,r + l). Then, since Fr(7J>n)CA'CUii:y,

we have &0 {Fr(Dn)} = 5 — 1.

Again, £>„ is disjoint from Kj if j>s; for otherwise KjC\Int (Dn) is a

nonempty and relatively open-closed subset of X which is separated

from Cl(Co(C)), contrary to hypothesis. Accordingly, we have COX

= (D¿JK¿JK2\J ■ ■ ■ \JK,)\JK,+xKJ ■ ■ ■ yJKr+x, a union of r-s + 2 pair-

wise disjoint, closed, non-empty sets, showing that b0(C^JX)^r — s + l.

C2) To simplify the printing of complicated expressions, we shall sometimes write Cl(»)

instead of x.

(") If S is unicoherent, it can be shown that this inequality becomes an equality.
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Thus  bo(C^JX)+b0{Fr(Dn)}^r,  whence   (1)  follows  from  (2) in the

present case also. This establishes (1) for all », proving the theorem.

4. Extension of the Phragmén-Brouwer Theorem.

4.1. Let A be an arbitrary connected set, and let C be any component of

Co(^4) (so that C is simple). We have seen (Theorem 1, 2.2) that {r(S) g»}

->-{¿>o(Fr(C)) ¿w, for all A and C}, though the converse implication is

false in general(14). But a stronger result, which does characterize r(S), can

be obtained by considering all the components of Co(^4):

Theorem 5. If A is any subset of S such that A is connected and if {Cx\

are the components of Co(^4), then

(1) £MFr(Cx)} úr(S).

Conversely, if for some fixed n we have

(2) ZMFr(Cx)} á«

whenever {Cx} are the components of the complement of an open connected set A

which is such that b0(Co(A)} < °°, then r(S) 5=». 7» this statement, the word

"open" may be replaced by "closed."

4.2. In proving (1), we can assume Fr(Cx) ^0—for otherwise Cx = S and

(1) holds trivially—and can thus take for each X an integer »x such that

0 =■ »x ̂  b0 { Fr(Cx) } ■ It will clearly suffice to prove

(3) E «x Û r(S).

From Theorem 3 (3.5) there exist closed sets Hx, Kx, connected relative

to Fr(Cx), such that HxyJKx = Cx, HxnKxGlnt (Cx), and b0(HxnKx)jènx-1.

Write T. = .4WU77x, M = AVJdKx- Then L is connected relative to A, and is

therefore connected; similarly, so is M. Again, L is closed. For suppose

xGL — L; then xG-A, so x£Int(Cx) for some X, whence x belongs to the

closure of Int(Cx)f~^LGHx, and so xGHxGL, a contradiction. Similarly M is

closed. Since L\JM_=S, we have b0(LC\M) gr(S).

Now LTiAI=Jyj\J(Hxr\Ku)=2yJ\J(Hxr\Kx), since if X^m we have

HxnKuGCxr\CßGÄ. Further, Hxr\Kx = lnt(Cx)t^(Lr\M), so that Hxr\Kx

is both open and closed relative to LC\M. Thus LC\M has at least 1+ T^.wx

components (consisting of A together with the separate components of the

sets HxC\Kx) ; that is, r(S)^b0(LC\M) = ][>x, Q.E.D.

Corollary. If A is connected and r(S) <<x>, all but at most a finite number

of the components of Co (A) have connected frontiers.

4.3. We shall derive the remainder of Theorem 5 from the following

sharper result:

(") It holds if n =0, the resulting equivalence constituting the Phragmén-Brouwer theorem;

cf. Kuratowski [2] and [U, Theorem 1, 3.2].
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Theorem 5a. Ifr(S) >», there exists a connected set A such that bo {Co(A)}

< co and 60{Fr(^4)} >b0{Co(A)} +n; further, A can be taken to be open, or

to be closed.

In fact, once Theorem 5a is established, Theorem 4 (3.6) shows that (2)

above will be violated, and the proof of Theorem 5 will be complete.

First we construct an open set A fulfilling the requirements of Theorem

5a. Since r(S)>n, there exist closed connected sets Ax,Bx such that AxOBx

= S and Ai(~\Bi = T^iUTJjU • • • \JDn+i, where the sets 7>,- are closed, non-

empty, and pairwise disjoint. There exist open sets £/07>» such that Uií~\U¡

= 0 if i 7¿j; and we can further suppose that every component of t/¿ meets 7),

(by discarding the other components of U/). Write A ' =Ax^J\JUi, B' = BX

\J\)Ui, and X=UUi. Clearly A' and B' are connected open sets, and

Fr(^4')CA^- Further, if Fis any component of any £/,-, then since VC\B'

and B'—V are non-empty, they are not separated, from which it readily

follows that Fr(F) meets Fr(^4'). Hence it is easy to see that X is con-

nected relative to Fr(^4'). Thus we may apply Theorem 4 (3.6) to the set

Co(^4') with components  \Cx\  (say), obtaining

h(X) = £ ô„{Fr(Cx)} + bo{Co(A') Ui|.

But Co(A')\JX = B', and is therefore connected. Accordingly, since

b0(X)>n, there exist a finite number of components Cx of Co(A'), say

Cx, Ci, ■ ■ ■ , Ch, such that X>„{Fr(Ci)} >« (lá*á*). Let -4=Co(GUC2
\J ■ ■ ■ yJCk). It is easy to see that A is connected and open, that the com-

ponents of Co(^4) are simply the closed sets Ct- (l^i^k), and that the

components of Fr(^4) are precisely the components of the sets Fr(C,-).

Thus we obtain b0{Fr(A)} = X{bo(Fr(d)) + l} -1 >n+k-l, where k-1

= b0(Co(A)), as desired.

4.4. From the open set A just constructed, we now derive a closed set A*

having the same properties. We may assume bo{Fr(C¡)} < °° (l^i^k),

since otherwise we merely take A * = C,. Thus Fv(A ) will have a finite number

of components, say Fi, Fi, • • • , Fm, where m>k+n. Take open sets F,07,-

such that ViC\Vj = 0 whenever i^j, and let Ni denote the union of those

components of ViC\A which meet F<; thus FíGNíG VíC\A, and N, is open

relative to A (3.2, Corollary). Hence there exist points XíGNíÍ\A ; and since

A is open and connected there exists a closed connected set LGA containing

all the m points x,-. Write E = LVJ\J {Kx\ Kx is a component of A— UA7,-

which meets L). Clearly E is connected, and it is easy to see that EGA.

Finally, define A* = E\J\}{P„.\Pß is a component of A— E such that

Fr(F,u)CFr(7i)}. One readily verifies that A* is a closed connected subset

of A. Further, since in any case Fr(P„)CFr(.4)WFr(7}), A—A* is a union

of components P, of A —E which are such that Fr(Pv) meets Fr(^4); thus

Co(^4*) is connected relative to Co(^4), and so has at most k components.

Again, x,- will belong to a component IF,- (say) of ¿\T<; IF,- meets A* (in x,)
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and meets FiGCo(A*), and so meets Fr(A*). Thus Fr(^l*) meets each

Ní; and since Fr(A*)GFr(E)GUNi, a union of m disjoint closed sets,

Fr(A*) must have at least m components. Therefore &0{Fr(^4*)}

>ôo{Co(^*)}+».

5. Equivalences for spaces without local cut points.

5.1. Theorem 6. If S has no local cut points, all the properties (i)-(vi) of

Theorem 1 (2.2) are equivalent.

It will suffice to prove that (ii)'-»-(i); thus we may assume r(S)>n, and

must construct a simple open subset E of S such that b0 { Fr(E)} > ». To avoid

obscuring the idea of the proof by "point-set" complications, we shall first

carry it out assuming S to be a Peano space, and shall then briefly indicate

how the argument would be modified in the general case.

5.2. Proof if S is a Peano space. By Theorem 5a (4.3), there exists an

open connected set A such that (i) Co(A) has only a finite number of

components Cx, ■ ■ • , Ck and (ii) £>0{Fr(^4)} >&0{Co(^4)}+«. If k = l, there

is nothing to prove. If k> 1, we shall show that A may be replaced by a set B

having similar properties but a smaller value of k; iteration will then lead to

k = l, establishing the theorem.

We may assume èo{Fr(C,)} < co, since otherwise we merely take

E = Co(d). Hence Fr(.4) consists of a finite number of components

Ft, ■ • ■ , Fm, where (as in 4.4) m>k+n. Choose connected open sets i/,OF<

such that Uif~\Uj = 0 whenever i ?¿j, and choose points XiGUjC\A. Since S

has no local cut points, there exists (see Whyburn [2]) a simple closed curve

J in A which contains all the m points x,-. There exists, for each i, a simple

arc Li joining x,- to F,- in £/,■; and, on replacing 7,,- by a sub-arc if necessary,

we can ensure that LiC\J is a single point, say y,-, and that LiC\Fi is a single

point s,-. Write L' =Lf — (s.) ; thus Li GA. By a suitable change of numbering,

we can suppose that yi, yi, • • • , ym are in cyclic order on J, and that FxGCi

and FiGCi.

Let 77, K denote the two open arcs (yxyi) of 7, the points y%, • • • , ym

belonging to K. Consider the sets R=H\JLxV)Li, T = KVJL{\J ■ ■ ■ KJL'm.

Clearly R and T are connected sets, R is closed, RC\T=0, and TGA. Let

B be the component of A — R which contains T. Since R(~\A is connected, B

is simple relative to A—that is, B and A — B are both connected; further, B

is open ; and since the frontier of B relative to A is contained in R, Fr(B)

meets R.

We have Co(B) = {(A -B)KJR\JCxVCi}V)C3\J ■ ■ ■ \JCk, in which

{(A — B)VJRVJCxOC2\ is connected; hence Co(B) has at most k — 1 com-

ponents. And Fr(B)GFr(A)\JR= {FxVJRVJF2}\JF3VJ ■ ■ ■ KJFm, a union
of m — 1 disjoint closed sets, each of which meets Fr(7î) (for if i>2, ZiGT

r\FiGBr}Fi = Fr(B)r\Fi). Hence Fr(£) has at least m — 1 components, so

bo{Fr(B)}>b0{Co(B)}+n.
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Thus B has all the properties which were required of A, and Co(B) has

fewer components than Co(^4). By repeating the argument we finally obtain

a simple open set E with these properties; and then b0{Fr(E)} >». Q.E.D.

5.3. Extension to general S. In the general case, the arcs used in the above

construction will no longer be available; but they can be replaced by suitable

closed connected sets, and the argument is then essentially the same as be-

fore. The main result to be proved, in order to replace the configuration of

arcs used above, is:

(1) Let A be a connected open subset of S (having no local cut points),

and let Ult • • • , Um be open connected sets such that UiC\Uj = 0 (i^j) and

each Ui meets Fr(A). Then there exist connected open sets F,- such that

(a) F.-04 and TtQUt, (b) Fr(F,) meets Fr(^4), and (c) after a suitable

renumbering of the sets F¿, there exist pairwise disjoint closed connected

subsets 77i, • • • , 77OT of A such that 77,- meets F,- and F,+i, but does not meet

Vjiij^i, i + 1 (i,j = l, ■ ■ ■ , m; Vm+l= Vx).

This can be proved by induction over m, the main lemma being the

following sharpening of one due to Ayres and Whyburn (Ayres [l]):

(2) Let A be a connected open set having no cut point, let Ei, Ei be

subsets of A such that Ai~\Ex(~^Ei = 0, and let p, q be distinct points of A

such that neither of the sets Af^Ex, AC\Ei, disconnects(16) the other from

pin A. Then there exist two disjoint closed connected sets 77, K, such that

77 joins one of Tii and Ei, say E,, to p, K joins the other, E¡, to q, HGA — E¡,

and KGA-Ëi.
The proof of (2) follows the lines of the argument in Whyburn [l, pp. 93,

94]. The detailed proofs of (1) and (2) are, however, long and tedious, and

are therefore omitted.

6. Frontier properties and approximation.

6.1. In subsequent arguments we shall have to replace two open (or

closed) sets A, B by approximating closed (or open) ones, and it will be im-

portant that this can be done without losing certain frontier properties which

A and B may have. As we now show, this can be done; in fact, the relevant

frontier properties will actually be improved by the process. Thus, as a by-

product, we shall later be able to state theorems under slightly weaker hy-

potheses on A and B than would otherwise be the case.

Definition. We shall say that two sets A, B are "strongly approximable

by open sets having property (P)" if there exist open sets UZ)A and V~^B

such that every two open sets A*, B* such that AGA*GU and BGB*GV

have property (P)(16).

(") A set X "disconnects" sets Y, Z if every connected set which meets both Fand Z must

also meet X.

(") Though the theorems which follow all deal with strong approximability, it will be clear

that in the applications a much weaker notion of approximability would usually suffice. Cf. 7.8

below.
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6.2. Lemma. If Fr(A)r\Fv(B)C\Fr(A\JB) =0, then A and B are strongly

approximable by open sets having disjoint frontiers.

There_exist open sets LZ)Fr(A), MDFr(B), NZ)Fr(AVJB) such that

Lr\MÍ\Ñ = 0. Write X=(A\JL)C\(A\JB\JN), Y=(B\JM)C\(A\JB\JN);
it is easy to see that X and Y are open sets containing A and B respectively.

Suppose now that A* and B* are open sets such that AGA*GX and

BGB*GY; we must_ prove Fr(A*)nFr(B*) =0. If not, let xGFr(A*)

nFr(£*);_then xGA*-A*GX-A GC\(AVJL) -A GL. Similarly xGM.
Again, xGXGCl(A\JBKJN); but x(£A, and similarly xGB, so that xGÑ.
This contradicts the choice of L, M, N.

6.3. Theorem 7. If A —B and B—A are separated(17) and Fr(A)H\Fr(B)

C\Fr(AyJB)=0, then, given any open set WZDAC\B, A and B are strongly

approximable by open sets whose frontiers are disjoint and whose intersection is

contained in W.

With the same sets L, M, N as in the lemma preceding, write U*=A

KJ {Nr\(L -B)} KJW, V* =B\J I NC\(M-A)} U IF. It is not hard to see that
U* and V* are open ; and clearly A G U*, B G V*, and U*C\ V* = W. The sets

U = XC\U* and F= FPiF* are now the open neighbourhoods of A and B

required; in fact, if A*, B* are open and A 04*C7rand BGB*GV, we have

Fr(A*)r\Fr(B*)=0, from the lemma, and A*r\B*GU*C\V*=W.

6.4. Remark. The conditions on A and B in Theorem 7—that A — B and

B-A are separated and Fr(A)r\Fr(B)r\Fv(AyJB) = 0—are together

equivalent to the single condition Fr ( A) r\Fr(B) G A C\Br\lnt(A\JB).

They therefore certainly hold if Fr(A)C\Fr(B) =0. Conversely, they imply

Fr(i)r\Fr(5) =0 if either A or B is open.

6.5. Theorem 7a. If A —B and B—A are separated, and also AC~\B and

Co(AVJB) are separated, then, given any open set W containing Af~\B, A

and B are strongly approximable by open sets A*, B*, satisfying A*f~\B*GW

and Fr(A*)r\Fr(B*)C\Fr(A*r\B*) =0.

There exist open sets L, M, X, Y such that A—BGL, B—AGM,

Lr\M=0,AC\BGX, Co(AVJB)GY,andXr\Y = 0. (Here, for the first time,
we use the complete normality of S.) Write U = LKJ(Xr\W), V=M\J(XC\W);

clearly U, V are open sets containing^!, B, respectively, and UC\ VG Wi~\X.

Let A*, B* be any open sets such that AGA*GU and BGB*GV. Clearly

A*r\B*GW;andwehaveFrt(A*)nFr(B*)r\Fr(A*r\B*)GCo(A*)r\Co(B*)
r\ci(A*r\B*)GYr\x=o.

6.6. Remarks.

(1) The hypotheses on A and B in Theorem 7a are implied by those in

(") This condition (introduced by Wallace [l ]) will hold if A and B are both closed, or both

open, relative to A\JB, or if Fr(A)r\¥r(B) =0, and so on.
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Theorem 7—an implication which becomes an equivalence if A and B are

both closed. Again, if they are satisfied by A and B, they are satisfied also

by Co(^4) and Co(B) ; hence they are also implied by: {.4 —B and B—A are

separated and Fr(A)Í^Fr(B)Í^Fr(AÍ^B) =0}—an implication which be-

comes an equivalence if A and B are both open.

(2) The converse of Theorem 7a is also true, provided that S is metrisable

(or, more generally, has a locally countable base—some such proviso is

essential) and has no isolated points. The converse of Theorem 7 is false in

general, but holds if A and B are closed.

(3) The arguments in the present section made no use of the connected-

ness or local connectedness of S; they are therefore valid (except for the

converse of Theorem 7a) in an arbitrary completely normal space. Further,

the only use made of complete normality—and the only essential use of it in

the whole paper—was in proving Theorem 7a; elsewhere, normality would

have sufficed. Thus our assumptions on S could be weakened throughout to

requiring only that S be a non-empty, connected, locally connected, and

normal (7"i) space, provided that two minor adjustments are made in what

follows: (a) every appeal to Theorem 7a must be replaced by an appeal to

Theorem 7, the hypotheses on A and B being strengthened accordingly, and

(b) for general sets (neither open nor closed), b0(X) should be replaced by a

similar function based on the "normal components" of X, which are defined

in an obvious way in terms of the notion of "normal connectedness" given in

[U, 4.3].
7. Connected sets with "almost disjoint" frontiers.

7.1. In [U] it was shown that the defining property of unicoherence could

be extended to two connected sets which were open and covered S, or more

generally which had disjoint frontiers (and were not necessarily open). Here

we shall obtain a similar extension ; but the process can now (in view of §6) be

carried even further, applying to sets which can be approximated by sets hav-

ing disjoint frontiers (Theorem 9, 7.5)—a fairly inclusive result, since it in-

cludes also, for example, the case in which the two connected sets are closed

and cover S. It readily follows that the sets used to define r(S) could be taken

to be open, instead of closed, without affecting the definition (Theorem 10,

7.7). We conclude §7 by showing that Theorem 9 also holds under modified

conditions, and deducing some implications between frontier relations for the

case in which S is unicoherent.

7.2. The starting point is a generalisation of the "extension theorem"

[U, Theorem 4, 4.8]:

Theorem 8. Let A and B be any sets, not both empty, such that

Fr(A)nFr(B)r~\Fr(AVJB)=0. Then there exist sels A*, B*, such that

A*DA, B*DB, A*VJB* = S, AC\B is both open and closed relative to A*C\B*,
A* and B* are connected relative to A and B respectively, and Fr(A*)i~\Fr(B*)

GFr(A)f~}Fr(B). Moreover, A* and B* can be chosen to be closed if A and B
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are closed, and open if A and B are open(ls).

Proof. Write C=Co(A\JB), Fx = Fr(C)r\Fr(A), and F2 = Fr(C)nFr(73);
thus FiAF2>=0 and FAJF2 = Fr(C). The case in which FiWF2 = 0 is easily

seen to be trivial; hence we may apply Theorem 2 (3.4), obtaining closed

sets 77!, 772, such that 77.0F,- and 77,- is connected relative to F,- (i = l, 2),

771W772 = C, HxrMIiGInt(C), and Fr(77i)nFr(772) =0. Now define A*=A

W771; 73* = 73W772. Clearly A*, B* are connected relative to A, B, respectively,

and A*UB* = S. Further, it is easy to see that A*C\B* = (Ar\B)\J(Hir\H2),

where HxíMI2GFxt(A^JB), so that AC\B is both open and closed relative to

A*C\B*. And we have Fr(A*) (~\ Fr(B*) G {Fv(A) \J Fr(77x)} n {Fr(73)
UFr(772)} CFr(^)nFr(5)sinceFr(771)nFr(772) =0and77lnF2 = 0=772nFi.

Obviously ^4* will be closed if A is, and similarly for 73*. All that remains

is to deal with the case in which A and B are both open. Here the definition of

A* and B* must be modified. There exists an open set U, connected relative

toHx(~\H2, such thatHxC\H2GUand FCInt(C). Replace A* by A*\JUand
B* by B*^JU; it is easy to verify that these sets are open and have all the

properties required.

Remark. It is also easy to see that the (unmodified) sets will satisfy:

A*—B* and B*—A* are separated if A —B and B—A are separated.

7.3. Lemma. 7/^4 and B are closed connected sets such that Fr(^4)P\Fr(73)

r\Fr(A\JB)=0, then bo(AC\B) ^r(S).

For we have only to apply Theorem 8, giving ba(AC\B) ^b0(A*i~\B*)

¡gr(S).

7.4. Lemma. 7/^4 and B are open connected sets such that Fr(A)f~\Fr(B)

C\Fv(Ar\B) =0, then bo(AC\B) ̂ r(S).

We deduce this from 7.3 by "approximation." Suppose the lemma is

false; then r(S) is finite, and equal to », say, and we can pick points

px, pi, ■ • • , pn+i belonging to different components of AC\B. There exist

closed connected sets 7,C-<4 and MGB both of which contain all the w-f-2

points pi. Now, the closed sets Co(A) and Co(73) satisfy the hypotheses of

Theorem 7 (6.3), and Co(7) and Co(il7) are open sets containing them.

Hence (Theorem 7) there exist open sets X, Y, with disjoint frontiers, such

that Co(A)GXGCo(L) and Co(73)CFCCo(717). Let 77 be the component
of Co(AT) which contains L, and similarly let K be the component of Co(F)

which contains 717. Then 77 and K are closed, and Fr(77)P\Fr(7i')CFr(X)

HFr(F)=0. By 7.3, ba(Hr\K)^n. But Lr\MGHr\KGAC\B; hence some

(18) By analogy with [U, 4.8], one might expect that the further conditions ^4*7\B*

=AC\B, Fr(v4*)CFr(/l) and Fr(B*)CFr(5) could also be imposed; but it is easy to see from

examples that this is impossible, in general.
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two of the points pi must belong to the same component of Hr\K, and

therefore to the same component of Af~\B—a contradiction.

7.5. Theorem 9. Let A and B be any connected sets such that A —B and

B—A are separated, and also AP\B and Co(A^JB) are separated. Then

bo(AC\B)úr(S).

This follows from 7.4 by "approximation" again. Let » be any non-

negative integer such that ni¿bo(AC~\B); it will suffice to prove that w^r(S).

We can write AC\B = CiUCiU ■ ■ ■ \JCn+x, where the sets d are non-empty

and every two of them are separated. Hence there exist open sets IFOC<

such that Wi(~\Wj = 0 whenever ii*j. Let W=\JWi, and apply Theorem 7a

(6.5) ; there will exist open sets A*^A and 73*D73 such that ^4*7^73* C IF and

Fr(A*)r\Fr(B*)C\Fr(A*r\B*) =0. Let U, V be the components of A*, 73*

which contain A, B respectively; then, since UC¿Cc7nFCUlFi, we have

b0(UC\V)^n. But it is easy to see that Fr(£/)^Fr(F)nFr(Z7nV) =0;

hence bo(UC\V) ^r(S), from 7.4, and the result follows.

7.6. Remark. The hypotheses on A and 73 in Theorem 9 are implied by

the hypotheses in 7.3 or 7.4, and also hold whenever either Fr(yl)PiFr(73) =0,

or A —73 and 73 —A are separated (for example, A and 73 both open or closed)

and Fr(^n73)nFr(^lU73)=0 (for example, .4U73=S).
7.7. Let us now modify the definition of r(S) by writing

ro(S) = sup {bo(A C\ B)\A, B are open, connected, and A U 73 = S\,

fd(S) = sup {b0(A C\ B)\ A — B and 73 — ̂ 4 are separated, A, B are connected,

and ¿U 73 = S}.
Theorem 10. r0(S) =rd(S) =r(S).

In fact, it is trivial that r0(S) ^rd(S), it is easy to see that r(S) =>0(S)

(this is shown in effect by the argument at the beginning of 4.3), and it

follows from Theorem 9 (7.5) that rd(S) ^r(S).

7.8. Modifications. As one would expect, the hypotheses under which

Theorem 9 was proved can be modified in various ways; for example, it would

suffice that the sets A, B be sufficiently well approximable by connected sets

satisfying those hypotheses. We shall here carry out one such (but less trivial)

modification which will be needed later, and which has the feature that in

the "interesting" case the modification is only apparent.

We need as a lemma the following modification of Theorem 8 (7.2):

Lemma. Let U and V be arbitrary subsets of S, and lei X be a subset of

Ui\ V such that (a) X is closed relative to U(~\ V, (b) X is open, and (c) Fr( U)

r\Fr(V)r\Fr(X)=0. Then there exist sets U*, V* such that U*DU, V*DV,

U* and V* are connected relative to U and V respectively, X is closed relative to

U*r\V*, and Fr(U*)r\Fr(V*)C\Fr(U*r^V*)=0. Moreover, U* and V*
can be chosen to be open if U and V are open.
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Proof. Write Y=(Ur\V)-X; thus XC\Y = 0. Let Y* be the union of

all components of Co(X) which meet F; F* is open, connected relative to Y,

contains F, and is disjoint from X. We have only to define U* = £AJ Y*,

V*=V\JY*; the verification of the stated properties is immediate. Inci-

dentally, it is also clear that U* — V* and V* — U* will be separated if U— V

and F— U are, and that U* and F* will be closed if U and F are, though in

this last case the whole situation is trivial (because X = 0 or S).

Corollary. If U and V are connected open sets, and X is a relatively open-

closed subset of Ur\ V such that Fr(U)C\Fr( V)C\Fr(X) = 0, then b0(X) ^r(S) ;

and if further b0(X)=r(S) < co, then X = UC\ V.

For, on applying 7.4 to the sets U*, V* defined above, we obtain

bo(X^JY*) ^r(S). Since X and F* are disjoint open sets, this gives bo(X)

¿r(S), with finite equality only if Y* = 0 and therefore F = 0.

7.9. Theorem 11. If A and B are connected sets satisfying Fr(^4) AFr(73)

P>Fr(^r\73)=0, then b0(Ar\B)^r(S); and if further bo(AC\B)=r(S) < *>,
thenFr(A)n>Fr(B)=0.

Suppose ¿>o(^4<^73) = «_0; to prove the first part of the theorem it will

evidently suffice to deduce that n^r(S). We can write .47^73 = U75,-

(1 ^i^n + 1), a union of non-empty sets every two of which are separated,

and can take pairwise disjoint open sets IF.OF,-. Let UlF, = IF.

There exist open sets L, M, N such that LDFr(^l), MDFr(B),

NDFr(AC\B), and Zr\MT\Ñ = 0. Again, we have Cl(A-B)nCl(B-A)
r\C\(AnB)GFr(A)r\Fr(B)r\Fr(Af~\B)=0, so that there exist open
sets P, Q, R such that PZ)Ci(A-B), QZ)Cl(B-A), RDAC\B, and,
Pr\QC\R = 0. Write X={(Ar\B)\JN)r\RC\W, A* = (A\JL)i\(P\JX), and
B* = (ByJM)(~\(Q\JX). It is easy to see that X is an open set containing

AC\B, from which it follows readily that A* and 73* are open sets containing

A and 73 respectively. Let C, D be the components of A*, 73* which contain

the respective sets A, B. Thus we have Ar\BGCr\DGA*r\B*G(PVX)
C\(Q\JX) = (PC\Q)\JX; so, on writing Cr\Dr\PC\Q = H and Cr\D(~\X = K,
we have CC\D=H\JK, a union of two disjoint open sets (for HGPC^Q and

KGXGR), of which K contains AC\B.

Now it can be verified that Fr(C)C\ Fr(D) n Fr(2Q C Cl(Co(i4))

r\C\(Co(B))r\Lr\MÍ\{Cl(Ar\B)\JN} =0. Hence the corollary to the pre-

ceding lemma shows that bo(K) ^r(S), and if &o(70 =r(S) < co, then 77 = 0.

Since Ar\BGKGX, we have VEíGKGVWí, whence b0(K)^n. Thus

n^r(S), proving the first part of the theorem.

But if bo(AP\B) =r(S) < co, we may suppose that n = bo(AC\B) in the

preceding, and so have 77 = 0. But it can be verified that Fv(A)C\Fr(B) GC

r\Dr\Pr\Q = H; thus Fr(^l)nFr(73) =0, completing the proof.

7.10. Similarly one can prove:
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Theorem lia. 7/.4 and 73 are connected sets such that A —73 and B —A are

separated, and Fr(Af~\B)r\Fr(AVJB)=0, then b0(Ar\B)^r(S); and if

further bo(AC\B) =r(S)< oo, then Fr(A)r\Fr(B)r\Fr(A\JB) =0.

The first part of this statement is, of course, contained in Theorem 9 (7.5) ;

however, Theorem 11a can be established (with a suitable modification of the

definition of bo; cf. 6.6(3)) assuming only the normality, and not the com-

plete normality, of S, whereas Theorem 9 cannot be carried over in this way

as its proof uses Theorem 7a(6.5).

7.11. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 11 we have

(1) If S is unicoherent, and A and B are intersecting connected sets, then

{Fr(A)r\Fr(B)r\Fr(Ar\B) =0} + {Fr(A)nFr(B) =0}.
Similarly, Theorem 11a gives.

(2) If S is unicoherent, and A and B are intersecting connected sets such

that A-B and B-A are separated, then {Fr(Ar\B)r\Fr(AUB) =0}

■»-{ Fr(^)nFr(73)nFr(^U73) =0}.
It readily follows that if S is unicoherent and A and 73 are open inter-

secting connected sets, the four properties Fr(Ar\B)f~\Fr(A\JB) =0,

Fr(A)r\Fr(B)r\Fr(AVJB)=0,Fr(A)C\Fr(B)r\Fr(AnB)=0, and Fr(^4)
P\Fr(73) =0 are all equivalent.

Conversely, these implications are characteristic of unicoherence. In fact,

if S is not unicoherent, it is easy to construct two intersecting connected open

sets ¿,73 such that Fr(Ar\B)nFr(AVB) = Fr(A)r\Fr(B)i\Fr(AnB)=0,
andFr(A)n,Fr(B)r\Fr(A\JB) = Fr(A)Í^Fr(B) ¿¿O.

8. Intersections of two connected sets and their frontiers.

8.1. We conclude by generalising Theorem 5 of [U, 5.1], concerning two

"nearly" connected sets whose frontiers do intersect. The result is the

"expected" one:

Theorem 12. If A and B are connected, and Fr(A)i~\Fr(B) ¿¿0, then

bo(2~r\B) ^bo{Fr(A)C\Fr(B)} +r(S).

Proof. Suppose b0(Ar\B)^n=-0; it will suffice to deduce that

n^b0{Fr(A)r\Fr(B)} +r(S). We can write Ar\B = C¿J&KJ ■ ■ • WC„+i,
where the sets C< are closed, non-empty, and pairwise disjoint; and we can

suppose the notation to be such that &, • • • , Cm meet Fr(A)f~^Fr(B) and

Cm+i, • • • , C„+i do not, for some m such that l^m^n + 1. There exist open

sets IFOCí (1=¿^» + 1), 77DFrÇ4),_70Fr(73), such that the'sets F, are
pairwise disjoint and further Wjf~\HC\K = 0 if j>m. Write W=\JWj

(m<jSn + l), and let 77i denote the union of those components of H(~\W

which meet A. Similarly, let Kx denote the union of the components of

Kf\W which meet 73. Write U = A\JHx, V=B\JKx, and X=UC\VC\W.
Clearly Uand Fare connected; and it is easy to see that UP\Wand VC\W

are open, so that X is open. Again, X is closed relative to U(~\ V, since

(ur\v)-x=(2r\B)-w=CxV ■ • ■ \Jcm = (unv)n(Wi\j ■ ■ ■ uwm),
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which is open relative to UC\V. Lastly, Fx(U)r\Fr(V)r\Fr(X)GHr\Ki\W

= 0. Hence, by the lemma in 7.8, there exist connected sets U*Z)U and

7*DF, such that X is both open and closed relative to U*C\V*, and

Fr(i/*)nFr(F*)nFr(7J*PiF*)=0.
By Theorem 11 (7.9), bo(U*C\V*) ûr(S). Since the sets X and (U*(~\ F*)

— X are separated, and the latter is non-empty (containing Ci at least), it

follows that X has at most r(S) components. But, by construction, we

have Cm+iW • • • \JCn+xGXGWm+x^J ■ • • UIF„+i, so that X has at least

n — m + 1 components. Thus w — m + 1 ̂ r(S).

Again, for each i^m, there exists a component F¡ of Fr(yl)PiFr(73) which

meets C,-; clearly F,CC¿, and so Fr(A)C\Fr(B) has at least m components.

The theorem now follows, since we have n^b0{Fr(A)r\Fr(B)} +r(S).

8.2. Remarks. (1) We have shown incidentally that, under the hypotheses

of Theorem 12, if bo(AC\B) < co, then all but at most r(S) of the components

of lr\B meet Fr(^)nFr(73). (Cf. [U, 5.2, Corollary l].)

(2) Theorem 12 gives an alternative characterisation of r(S). In fact, if

r(S)>»^0, there exist open connected sets A, B such that Fr(A)r\Fr(B)

consists of a single point and ¿»0(^^73)>». (Cf.  [U, 5.6].)
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